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ammunition, the tins of petrol and drums of oil, which
destroyed along with them all that remained of the piles
of striped shirts and black satin capes with which we hoped
to draw the Azebu Galla to our side.
The field radio station was abandoned with the rest.
The descent from our mountain was terrible, so dark was
the night.
Every minute the road was jammed. When the
Ethiopians march the main object of each man is to pass
all the others. This mob of people trying to thread its
way through donkeys, mules and hundreds of other
Ethiopians created an incredible disorder.
We took the whole night to cover the ten kilometres or so
which separated us from Lake Ashangi. I had lost sight
of the Emperor and the sons of Ras Kassa with whom I
had travelled before, and was inarching now with a group
of soldiers. It was only at dawn that two of the Emperor's
pages joined me. They too had been separated in the
crowd.
We hurried. At every moment the aeroplanes might
appear.
These last days they had continually bombarded the
shelterless borders of Lake Ashangi and the two passes to
north and south of it, full of baggage trains and soldiers.
After a moment's halt I decided to go on to Korem : my
companions did not continue with me.
It was seven o'clock in the morning when the first aero-
plane was seen. Bombs rained upon our troops in retreat.
Other aeroplanes appeared. When I had crossed the pass
and come down into the valley the bombardment was let
loose in all ferocity.
Fourteen planes took turns to hurl their bombs upon
the unbroken flood of humanity which surged towards
Korem. I had to travel rather to the left of the crowd.
I shall never forget the picture that I saw.
The wide valley, which during the season of rains is
inundated in part, lay level under the blazing African sun.
To its side the blue surface of the lake was lightly ruffled
by the breeze. Along the road the weary people dragged
themselves, scattering for a moment in panic or mass-
ing together in groups. Four, six, eight bombs burst

